What is HYSS Protocol
HYSS offers a decentralized financial asset that rewards holders with a sustainable fixed compound interest model through use of its unique HYSS protocol.
HYSS’s simple buy-hold-earn system offers the highest fixed APY in Crypto that is compounded every 15 minutes, allowing your $HYSS portfolio to grow at
an exponential speed.

HIGHEST YIELD SAVINGS SERVICE

Highest Fixed APY in Crypto – 499,997.79%
Invest $1000 - Earn up to $4,999,977.9 USD at 499,997.79% APY

About HYSS
HYSS offers a decentralized financial asset that rewards holders with
a sustainable fixed compound interest model through use of it’s
unique HYSS protocol.
HYSS’s simple buy-hold-earn system offers the highest fixed APY in
Crypto that is compounded every 15 minutes, allowing your $HYSS
portfolio to grow at an exponential speed.
HIGHEST YIELD SAVINGS SERVICE

HYSS Contract:
0xE745C551389556f2ba42bDd27EecbaD326B7E65b

Highest Yield Savings Service
Highest Fixed APY in Crypto – 499,997.79%
Invest $1000 - Earn up to $4,999,977.9 USD at 499,997.79% APY

Auto-Compounding

HIGHEST YIELD SAVINGS SERVICE

The HAP Auto-Stake feature is a simple yet
cutting-edge function called Buy-Hold-Earn,
that provides the ultimate ease of use for
$HYSS holders.

Thanks to our Positive Rebase formula, HYSS
enables the tokens to be paid directly proportional to the epoch rebase rewards,
worth 0.02431% every 15-minute-epoch-period of the total amount of $HYSS
tokens held in your wallet.

Buy-Hold-Earn means you can receive rebase
rewards as interest payments directly into
your wallet just by holding the $HYSS token.

To be more specific, the rebase rewards are distributed on each EPOCH (15 minute
rebase period) to all $HYSS holders. This means that without moving their tokens
from their wallet, $HYSS holders can still enjoy an annual compound interest of
499,997.79% for Year 1.

Highest Fixed APY in Crypto – 499,997.79%
Invest $1000 - Earn up to $4,999,977.9 USD at 499,997.79% APY

HYSS Insurance Fund
HYSS Insurance Fund
HIF is the acronym for the HYSS Insurance Fund. The HIF is a separate wallet within the HYSS’ HAP system, which utilizes an
algorithm that backs the Rebase Rewards and is supported by a portion of the buy and sell trading fees that accrue in the HIF wallet.
In simple terms, the HIF operates as an insurance fund that consistently pays a 0.02431% rebase rate to all $HYSS holders every
15 minutes to ensure price sustainability and long-term growth of the HYSS Protocol.
5% of all trading fees are stored in the HYSS Insurance Fund, which aids in the sustainability of the system and back the staking
rewards provided by the positive rebase.
HYSS Contract:
0xE745C551389556f2ba42bDd27EecbaD326B7E65b

HYSS Treasury

TreasuryReceiver = 0x77c23B42FfD0aAe158eaf8Cb7889018Bce58C85e

HYSS Treasury
The Treasury plays a very important role in HYSS's HAP protocol. The Treasury
channels support to the HIF in the event the $HYSS token experiences an extreme
price drop or an unprecedented black-swan event.
The Treasury also funds marketing, community expansion, investments and
future products/ projects of the HYSS Protocol.

The Black Hole
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The Black Hole
The Black Hole is the HYSS Protocol’s unique burning mechanism. 2.5% of all $HYSS traded are
burnt in the Black Hole. The more that is traded, the more get sucked into the Black Hole.
As the Black Hole expands in size, positive rebase interest is offset, the circulating supply is
reduced and HYSS Protocol remains stable.
Additionally, due to the deflationary nature of the Black Hole burning mechanism, the value
of each $HYSS token become higher.
BlackHole = 0xbC3E43D87242f9953D4212857C9870bc9E2d2aA7;

Liquidity is a big pool of money that is split 50/50 between $HYSS tokens and $BNB tokens. There is a conversion ratio that is set to the
amount of $HYSS you can exchange for with BNB, for example: 1 BNB = 24.66 HYSS. Liquidity allows for anybody to buy & sell their
HYSS/BNB at any time.
Nonetheless, the less money/liquidity there is in the pool, the worse price you get. Hence, we have designed the HYSS Auto-Liquidity
Engine (HALE) to periodically add more liquidity to the LP and keep the pool stable.

How the HYSS Auto-Liquidity Engine (HALE) works:

Auto-Liquidity
Engine

(HALE)
Market Liquidity is of utmost importance to the sustainability of
the HYSS Protocol and plays a vital role in allowing the smooth
Buy & Sell of $HYSS tokens on Pancake Swap

Every 48 hours at 22:52:48 UTC time, the HYSS Auto-Liquidity Engine (SALE) will inject automatic
liquidity into the market.
HYSS Protocol automatically takes a 4% tax fee for every buy or sell order to store in an Auto-LP wallet.
Our built-in Smart Contract will cleverly take 50% of the stored $HYSS to purchase BNB at current
market price, which combines with the remaining 50% $HYSS in the Auto-LP wallet to provide a 50/50
weighting of HYSS/BNB liquidity.
This additional liquidity raises the amount of liquidity in the pool and helps combat market fluctuation
as well as the positive rebase rewards. By adding more and more liquidity to the pool, the HALE allows
$HYSS token holders to easily buy and sell their tokens any time with little to no market slippage.
Additionally, it will also contribute to the protocol stability and make sure that the APY is upheld for the
entire life of HYSS.
AutoLiquidityReceiver = 0xD90af28E700e8139FD5A9bFea137Df6D5C82E37;

HYSS SWAP

Highest Fixed APY in Crypto – 499,997.79%
Invest $1000 - Earn up to $4,999,977.9 USD at 499,997.79% APY

Hyss Swap Trade HYSS and 100+ other BSC tokens with ease. Why Hyss Swap? Hyss Swap is a decentralized exchange. You can trade 100+ BSC tokens including HYSS, BNB, BUSD, Binance-pegged ETH and more. Hyss Swap leverages the 1Inch API, so you can be confident you're receiving the best price when swap.

APY Calculation
Compounding interest is one of the most flexible and powerful
principles to gain massive profit

What Is the Annual Percentage Yield (APY)?
The annual percentage yield (APY) is the real rate of return earned on an investment, taking

In the formula

into account the effect of compounding interest. Unlike simple interest, compounding inter-

·

A = Accrued amount (principal + interest)

est is calculated periodically and the amount is immediately added to the balance. With each

·

P = Principal amount

period going forward, the account balance gets a little bigger, so the interest paid on the bal-

·

r = Annual nominal interest rate as a decimal

ance gets bigger as well.

·

R = Annual nominal interest rate as a percent

HYSS protocol provides a compound staking mechanism using HYSS tokens as your principal.

·

r = R/100

The power of compound interest makes your balance increase rapidly by applying compound

·

n = number of compounding periods per unit of time – 35,040 times/year.

interest of 0.02431%/15 minutes. If you started with a balance of 1,000 HYSS, after a year,

·

t = time in decimal years;

·

I = Interest amount

your balance will have grown to 4,999,779 HYSS.

The Power of Compound Interest - It is important to note that your
balance will grow not linearly but exponentially over time. Taking a compound
interest of 0.02431% / 15 minutes.

The Compound Interest Formula
This calculator uses the compound interest formula to find principal plus interest.

EXAMPLE: If you started with a balance of only 1 $HYSS on
Day 1, after a year, your balance will have grown to
4999.97 $HYSS.

H I G H E S T

Y I E L D

S A V I N G S

A = P(1 + r/n)^(nt)

S E R V I C E

Longterm Interest Cycle (LIC)
In order to maintain sustainability and future growth, HYSS Protocol has introduced the Longterm Interest Cycle
(LIC) component, which will allow $HYSS token holders to enjoy continued compound interest in perpetuity.
Each Interest Cycle is 15 minutes in length and is referred to as an EPOCH.
There are 35,040 EPOCH's in 1 year.

EPOCH 1 - 35,040: 0.02431% every EPOCH (First 12 Months)

EPOCH 35,041 - 52,560: 0.002% every EPOCH (Next 6 months)

EPOCH 52,561 - 245,280: 0.00012% every EPOCH (Next 6.5 Years)

Longterm Interest Cycle (LIC)

EPOCH 245,281: 0.00002% every EPOCH (In Perpetuity until max supply is reached)

SMART CONTRACTS
Key Project Information

Token: Hyss (HYSS)
Hyss Contract Address:

0xE745C551389556f2ba42bDd27EecbaD326B7E65b

IMPORTANT WALLET ADDRESS

autoLiquidityReceiver = 0xD90af28E700e8139FD5A9b9Fea137Df6D5C82E37

List of important wallet address in the

treasuryReceiver = 0x77c23B42FfD0aAe158eaf8Cb7889018Bce58C85e

HYSS PROTOCOL

hyssInsuranceFundReceiver = 0x3A093d42534757a91E3ce398fF866F4688570362
blackHole = 0xbC3E43D87242f9953D4212857C9870bc9E2d2aA7

HYSS PROTOCOL
HIGHEST YIELD SAVINGS SERVICE

HYSS offers a decentralized financial asset that rewards holders with a sustainable fixed compound interest model through use of its unique HYSS protocol.
HYSS’s simple buy-hold-earn system offers the highest fixed APY in Crypto that is compounded every 15 minutes, allowing your $HYSS portfolio to grow at
an exponential speed.

HYSS TOKENOMICS
$HYSS is a Bep20-based token using the HYSS Protocol to reward holders automatically every 15 minutes

HYSS TOKEN DISTRIBUTION
Initial Supply: 1.000.000
Max Supply: 10.000.000.000
Available for Purchase on Pinksale Fair Launch:
Fair launch: 588.000
Liquidity: 51%
Soft Cap : 100 BNB
Marketing: 100.360 ( Campaign 70.000, Airdrop 14.360, Community
Giveaways 16.000)

HYSS TOKENOMICS
Buy Trading Fees:

Sell Trading Fees:

4.0% - LP

4.0% - LP

5.0% - HIF

5.0% - HIF

2.5% - Treasury

4.5% - Treasury

2.5% - Black Hole

2.5% - Black Hole

H I G H E S T

Y I E L D

S A V I N G S

S E R V I C E

ROADMAP
PHASE 1
Team Formation
Website Development
Official Whitepaper Documentation
Official Smart Contract Deployment Main net Fair Launch on PinkSale
Airdrop Campaign
Bounty Campaign
Audit
Community Building
PR Marketing (Twitter GA, Tele Shill Contest)
YouTube Marketing Campaign
Deployment Phase - dApp V1 Dashboard
Hyss Swap launch
CMC, CGK Listing
Pre-sale Pinksale
PinkLock Liquidity Locked 50 years

PHASE 2
2nd Audit Version (Certik)
CMC Airdrop Campaign
CEXs Listing
Upgrade dApp Dashboard
KOLs Collaboration
NFT Marketplace
Cross-Chain Integration

PHASE 4

PHASE 3
Hyss Wallet
Alpha Test Android Version DAO
DAO Governance

Release Android Version DAO,
Improve NFT eco-system,
List Binance

Highest Fixed APY in Crypto – 499,997.79%
Invest $1000 - Earn up to $4,999,977.9 USD at 499,997.79% APY

How it works

HYSS Token

Auto-Compounding

The Black Hole

HYSS Treasury

HYSS Auto-Liquidity Engine (HALE)

